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THE CONTEXT
EDP Group is the largest company in the
energy sector in Portugal. Its focus is on
the generation, distribution and sale of
energy and related services, and has a

relevant global presence spread across
4 continents. EDP Group has about 12

thousand employees and deals with over 11
million customers.

For companies this size, the use of
management reports to assist Top

Management in making quick and efficient
decisions, becomes a challenge due to
its complexity, multiple data sources

and interpretations and also its constant
updating needs.

As an example, many executives face the following
challenges on a daily basis:
•

•

The amount of time that is frequently spent trying
to agree on a single KPI value, between several
values presented from different sources for that
same KPI, in the search for trustworthy data and
correct data governance.
Make timely decisions based on information that

quickly loses its relevance or becomes outdated.
•

Spend a considerable amount of time and effort
to produce aggregated reports, quickly and
effectively, that can keep up with the speed of
business.

•

The need to find easier ways to compare historical
data, visualize and create KPI’s that provide usercentric insights that tell their story correctly.

According to Harvard Business Review, data driven transformations yield significant benefits
for executives, namely:

54%

increase in revenue
performance
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44%
faster time to
market

62%
improvement
in customer
satisfaction

54%

increased results
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THE CHALLENGE

Management reports are essential for informed
and timely decision making. However, the time
spent on standardizing KPIs and creating reports
becomes a source of expensive and ineffective
labor consumption. In addition, these reports read
different data sources and are static over time. It
becomes a frustrating race against time that consumes
considerable resources.

indicators, with updated data, using a multiplicity of
internal data sources. The dashboard for analyzing
EDP Group’s main operational indicators would have
to allow:

EDP’s Digital Global Unit invited Singularity Digital
Enterprise to present the EDP Group’s Management
with a unique reporting solution that would make it
possible to monitor all business performance in a rich,
intuitive and uniform manner.
Such a solution would require standardized operational
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•

Automated KPI collection

•

Improved KPI reporting frequency

•

High efficiency in the analysis process

•

Decision making support

After the usual requirements gathering to develop the
solution, it became clear that over 400 different KPIs
(from all the participating companies in EDP Group)
would have to be aggregated, from 12 category
dimensions and 12 different data sources.
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THE SOLUTION

Analyzing the requirements requested by the EDP
Management, it was clear to the Singularity DE team
that the best solution would be the development of a
tailor-fitted Power Management Cockpit (PMC). This
is a Singularity DE proprietary solution that is tailored
to the customer’s needs, simple, easy and quick to
use… and has, since then, gained the nickname: ‘The
Eye of the Business’.
Using Microsoft technology and solutions, Singularity
DE implemented a corporate management cockpit,
fully customized to the specific needs of EDP
Management and scalable to comply with predictable
higher levels of complexity in the future.
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The main benefits of Singularity DE’s Power
Management Cockpit are:
•

Manage and control business through meaningful
data and rich visualization:

•

Support informed business decisions;

•

Uncover and explore new business insights;

•

Board and Top Managers use the exact same KPI
and Data Feeds - “Data Trust”.
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In just 30 seconds, PMC allows the manager to view
the status of the business, with indicators and KPIs
by business units… whether he views it based on the
last available day or filters by week, month, year or a
specific date.
From the initial view it is possible to further explore
the PMC solution by doing deep dives into the
information and analyze specific KPIs of a business
unit to understand the causes of deviations or to get
new insights that can improve the business.
The PMC is a solution that adapts to any
organization’s reporting needs, because it is
developed, adjusted and fitted to the specific
challenges of each organization. In terms of storage,
each organization chooses whether it prefers to have
the solution and data stored on-prem or cloud-based.
Another advantage is the implementation speed of
this solution, with an average setup and configuration
timespan of just 3 to 6 months.
In the case of EDP’s Operational Data Visualization,
the project involved the analysis and mapping
of a multiplicity of data sources and the specific
needs of different stakeholders and business areas.
Simultaneously, the multiplicity of existing criteria
implied standardizing the KPI naming and calculation
methods for several different areas and sources.
It was also necessary to automate the collection
and storage of KPIs (from different geographies,
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technologies and periodicities) and the improvement
in the delivery frequency, which lead to multiple
automation stages.
In other words, using a Design Thinking approach,
the SDE team selected the most relevant information
for EDP Group’s Corporate Management decisionmaking process, standardized criteria and KPI naming,
guaranteed source reliability and relevance, unified all
major numbers and created a single data visualization
dashboard - Data Trust.
The SDE team identified the internal data sources
and correlated that information in a meaningful way.
After collecting, filtering, validating and processing
all data, SDE developed the central dashboard in the
form of data panels, dynamic graphs, indicators and
reports for a quick and effective business view… all to
achieve efficient and timely business decision making.
This dashboard allows an centralized overview of the
main KPIs that reflect EDP’s performance and status,
offering insights that create commercial value.
This dashboard acts as an instant X-ray of the
company’s most important management indicators
(main indicators are presented in a traffic-light logic).
The dashboard’s information is always up-to-date and
allows many relevant reports to be created, quickly
and efficiently, from a huge volume of data and with a
rich and appealing design.
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RESULTS AND BENEFITS

The top management at EDP Group now has
aggregated information in a single interactive
and intuitive dashboard that gathers all the most
important business indicators and allows analyzing the
performance of over 400 of the group’s companies in
detail, helping them make more informed and in-time
decisions.
The visualization work was specifically developed for
the management of EDP with 2 main goals:

1.

In 30 seconds, top management should understand
the status of the group’s global business, throughout
the 19 countries where it operates and in 4 specific
analysis quadrants:
•

Capital & Energy - focus on

•

Financial and Energy trading KPIs

•

Wind, Solar & Hydro - Focus on the Green Energy
generation of all EDP Group

•

Thermal & Clients - Focus on thermal production
and customer acquisition metrics

•

Network - Focus on Reliability of energy
distribution metrics

2.

Explore these 4 business areas and their indicators indepth, to understand possible deviations and detailed
evolution of the business.
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All this analysis was developed on a single platform
with a total of 400 indicators, now more interactive
and intuitive. The 4 business quadrants are visually
organized with a traffic-light color scheme that
translates their various performance levels. It is
possible to filter the date and type of the analysis to
be displayed. These filters produce real-time changes
that ensure all visuals are based on the last available
data by date.
The sections on renewable and thermal energy share
the same structure and functionality. In each section it
is possible to analyze parameters such as availability,
load factor or average selling price. These results can
be further filtered by country and by technology.
In the customer related area, it is possible to analyze
the evolution in the number of customers and
continuous service contracts by segment and country.
In addition to the customizable views, it is also
possible to download these reports.
In this way, the Power Management Cockpit (PMC)
provides EDP’s Top Management with an instant
snapshot of its organization, improved business
performance capabilities, better access to data and
an intuitive visualization solution for more and better
insights to support their business decisions.
The PMC solution responds to the main management
challenges related to data, in which executives
struggle to obtain visibility of their business operations
in an up-to-date, timely, accurate and relevant manner
to support well-informed decisions.
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The existing need to aggregate and visualize the main
management indicators of EDP’s operation in a single
dashboard was fully met and brought Management
more efficiency and speed in accessing data.
		João Gouveia Carvalho
		
Head of Planning and Control

BIG NUMBERS

+400
DIFERENT KPI

12

CATEGORIZATION
DIMENSIONS

12

DATA SOURCES
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The work developed by Singularity DE was important to
aggregate the data sources and achieve the objectives
sought by the top management of the EDP Group.
		
		Inês Rosário
		Project Manager

ABOUT SDE
Singularity Digital Enterprise was created in 2016
to transform organizations’ data into real competitive advantages for their businesses, with products
and services developed through Data Science,
A.I. and Machine Learning. In 2019, SDE created
its Power BI & AI Competence Center to develop
specialized projects based on the Microsoft Power
Platform. Currently, Singularity has a robust client
portfolio, which includes the largest Portuguese
accounts.
More info
https://singularityde.com

ABOUT EDP
We are a global energy company, present in 20
countries, in 4 continents.
Throughout more than 40 years of history, we
have been building a relevant presence in the
world energy scene, with activity in the generation,
distribution of electricity and commercialization of
energy and services.
With over 11 million customers and around
12 thousand employees, EDP’s energy is made
of commitment, proximity, innovation and
responsibility.
EDP aims at leading the energy transition to create
superior value and it is ranked as one of the most
sustainable integrated utilities in the world in the
Dow Jones Sustainability Index. EDP bets in Open
Innovation through a combination of Corporate
VC, Startup Engagement, Intrapreneurship and
hands on project collaboration.
More info
www.edp.pt
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